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1 IntrodutionProgress in siene is ahieved through advanes in both theory and experiments. Theoretialpreditions must be veri�ed by experiments and new experimental results leads to fresh theoret-ial developments. The role of experiment has beome more signi�ant due to the dominaneof tehnology in our lives. Nowadays the ability to onvert progress in siene to tehnologialproduts deide the future of any nation. This apability an only be ahieved by making si-ene eduation strong in both theory and experiment, whih demands good laboratory failities.Over the past several years, the laboratory failities at Indian universities have delined insteadof keeping updated. The advent of ost e�etive personal omputers have made some impat inmodeling and simulation of experiments but they are not substitutes for atual experiments.In any experiment, several physial parameters are measured, under ertain onditions. Theexperimental setup will have sensor elements to measure the parameters, ontrol elements toalter them and reording/display subsystems to handle the generated data. Equipment for doinga spei� experiment is made by seleting the required sensor/ontrol elements and putting themtogether permanently in a spei� way. Alternate method is to use a omputer to integrate thesensor/ontrol elements and manage them using software. This approah will redue overallosts if the same setup an be on�gured for doing di�erent experiments. One the interfainghardware and software are in plae, one an onnet any sensor element to it and take themeasurements through software. Storage and analysis of data also beomes easier and more�exible.Phoenix is a modular, extensible and ost e�etive hardware plus software framework fordeveloping omputer interfaed siene experiments. Coupled with a omputer, it an e�etivelyreplae a large number of equipment and enable one to arry out a variety of experiments using thesame inexpensive hardware, of ourse by using di�erent sensor elements and software. Phoenixenables students and teahers to design new experiments or to demonstrate various sienti�priniples, without getting into the details of eletronis or omputer programming. The powerof personal omputers has been e�etively utilized for experiment ontrol, data aquisition andmathematial analysis of data, with the help of simple and modular software. The systemsupports experiments at di�erent levels of omplexity. The following paragraphs desribe thearhiteture, present status and several experiments performed using Phoenix.A photograph of the basi hardware unit is shown in �gure 1. The sokets on the toppanel of the Phoenix interfae box ats as gateways between the omputer and the outsideworld. Voltage levels at the sokets an be ontrolled/monitored, as a funtion of time, issuingsimple ommands or using a graphial user interfae . Experiments are onduted by onnetingappropriate ontrol/sensor elements to the sokets and managing the overall operation undersoftware ontrol. Phoenix has been designed to ater to di�erent levels of sophistiation, using amodular design in both hardware and software. For example, it an do a simple experiment likeapturing the voltage waveform indued aross a oil, by a moving magnet, to a omplex onelike measuring the energy spetrum of alpha partiles from a radioative soure. Details of theexperiments done are given in the attahed douments. [1,2,3℄.1



Figure 1: A Photograph of the Phoenix onneted to laptop PC. The Phoenix hardware is plaedon the PC keyboard and onneted to the USB port. A small piee of wire is onneted to oneof the analog inputs of Phoenix. This piee of wire ats as an antenna and the AC mains signalpiked up is ontinuously plotted by the software, phoenix is funtioning here like a low frequenyosillosope.Phoenix was developed at Inter-University Aelerator Centre, an autonomous researh in-stitute of University Grants Commission, India, providing partile aelerator based researhfailities to the Universities.2 Phoenix based ExperimentsSiene, a fundamentally open-ended and exploratory ativity, is often taught as a olletion of"fats" that many students get repelled from siene, and most are deprived of an opportunity tostrengthen and reinfore their own inlination to experiment, question, and explore the outsideworld. Phoenix based experiments are exploratory and open ended. To illustrate this point, wetake the example of an experiment to study eletromagneti indution.2.1 Eletromagneti IndutionA voltage is indued aross a ondutor plaed in a hanging magneti �eld. To explore thisphenomenon, we have used a oil, having 5000 turns and about 1 m diameter and length. Theoil is onneted between ground and one of the analog inputs of Phoenix. A magnet is droppedinto the oil and the indued voltage waveform is aptured as shown in �gure 2. The voltage�rst develops in one diretion, omes bak to zero and then inreases in the opposite diretion.The objetive of the experiment is to explain the urve obtained using theory of eletromagnetiindution. The amplitude of the indued voltage depends on the veloity and strength of themagnet, dimensions and number of turns of the oil. The width of the waveform depends on thetime taken by the magnet to pass through the oil. The theory should be able to predit the2



Figure 2: Sreen shot of the experiment to study eletromagneti indution. The voltage induedaross a oil when a magnet is dropped through it is aptured and plotted as a funtions of time.shape of the waveform obtained. We an alter the same experiment in several ways to explorevarious aspets.
• Drop the magnet from di�erent heights to study the e�et the veloity of the magnet onthe waveform amplitude.
• Use magnets having di�erent length and observe the e�et on the width and amplitude ofthe waveform.
• Estimate the veloity of the magnet from the distane between the two peaks of the wave-form.
• Stop the magnet in the middle of the oil, to see whether one half of the waveform vanishesor not.
• Capture the waveform when a magnet kept inside the oil is suddenly removed. Is itunipolar or bipolar.
• Replae the magnet with another oil, powered by AC, to study mutual indution.Apart from these variations, two suh oils an be used as sensors to measure time of �ight ofa magneti objet. This an be employed in measuring aeleration due to gravity from timeof �ight. Generating the observed waveform using the relevant equations is a good theoretialexerise related to this experiment. A list of experiments onduted using Phoenix is listed inthe next setion.2.2 List of ExperimentsThe number of experiments that an be done using Phoenix is deided by the sensor elementsavailable. The physial parameters need to be onverted into eletrial signals, whih is doneby appropriate sensor elements. The sensor outputs are proessed and onneted to the inputsokets of Phoenix. Some experiments in eletriity and eletronis an be arried out without3



using any sensors sine they diretly generate eletrial signals. A list of experiments done usingPhoenix are listed below. Details are given in the douments attahed[2,3,4℄1. Capaitor(a) Exponential Charging/Disharging urves(b) Linear harging through onstant urrent soure() Measurement of apaitane(d) Measurement of dieletri onstant of glass(e) Study of variation of dieletri onstant with temperature2. Eletromagneti Indution(a) Study of AC mains pikup and analyze the trae to estimate the frequeny(b) Plot the voltage indued when a magnet is dropped into a oil() Study the e�et of veloity, size and strength of the magnet on the voltage(d) Estimate the veloity from the shape of the indued waveform(e) Study of mutual indution using two oils and ferrite ore3. Study of Pendulum(a) Plotting of the damped sinusoidal waveform generated by a pendulum(b) Waveforms generated by oupled pendulum() Estimation of aeleration due to gravity from the period and length of the pendulum(d) Aurate measurement of period using a light barrier made of photo-transistor4. Study of Sound(a) Diret measurement of veloity of sound in air, using a sound soure and a mirophone(b) Study of re�etion of sound using 40 KHz ultrasound piezo-eletri transeiver() Conversion of eletrial signals into sound, reating musi(d) Digitization of sound and further analysis of it5. Radiation Detetion and analysis(a) Energy spetrum of di�erent α soures, using the radiation detetion aessory ofPhoenix(b) Gamma ounting using Geiger Muller tube onneted to Phoenix6. Study of eletroni iruits(a) Diode V-I harateristis urve, using the analog I/O sokets of Phoenix(b) Integration of square wave to get a triangular wave and display both() Study the RC integration by varying R, C and frequeny(d) Charaterization of osillator iruit outputs using Phoenix as a CRO, frequenyounter and timer. 4



3 Hardware & Software ImplementationTo perform experiments and demonstrations using Phoenix, one need not know about its internaldetails. However, to design a new experiment one need to know how to onnet a sensor toPhoenix and how to aess it through software. The details of the Input/Output sokets onPhoenix are doumented. Measurements on the signals onneted to the soket are done throughsimple funtion alls. Python is hosen as the language, due to its simpliity and availabilityof huge libraries for sienti� omputation and graphis. A brief desription of hardware andsoftware are given below.3.1 The Hardware

Figure 3: Photograph of Phoenix Interfae. The front panel sokets having funtions like DigitalInput/Output, Analog Inputs (ADC), Analog Output (DAC), Waveform Generator, FrequenyCounter, Op-Amp based gain bloks et. are marked.A photograph of Phoenix is shown in �gure 3. The unit is powered by a 9V DC adapter.The hardware features are listed below.
• 10 bit resolution ADCs, 4 hannels
• Digital Outputs, 4 hannels
• Digital Inputs, 4 hannels
• 8 bit DAC, 1 hannel
• Frequeny Counter, upto 1 MHz
• Square wave Generator, upto 4 MHz
• 1 mA Constant Current Soure
• Variable gain Ampli�ers
• 5V regulated DC output 5



• Serial/USB interfae to ComputerThe analog inputs an digitize 0 to 5V range signals into a number ranging from 0 to 1023. Theminimum onversion time is 10 miroseonds. The voltage level hanges at Digital Input/Outputpins an be monitored/ontrolled with miroseond timing auray. The Analog output isimplemented using a Pulse Width Modulated DAC having 8 bit auray. The ontrol andsensor elements used in the experimental setup are onneted to the I/O hannels. The plug-infeature allows expanding the hardware apabilities. Sine most of the sensor elements give smalloutput voltages, variable gain Ampli�ers are provided to make them into the 0 to 5V range beforefeeding to the ADC inputs. A 1 mA onstant urrent soure and a 5V regulated DC output alsois provided.3.1.1 Hardware AessoriesMost of the experiments require some extra iruits onneted to Phoenix. For example measur-ing the period of a pendulum uses a photo-transistor iruit. Several suh aessories have beendeveloped and doumented. Commerially available sensors for temperature, pressure, light et.are used in making the aessories. Aessories were made to perform radiation detetion andanalysis using Phoenix. High resolution ADC plug-ins also were tested.3.2 The Software
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Figure 4: Shemati of the Software arhiteture of Phoenix. Atual measurements are done bythe �rmware running on the miro-ontroller loated inside the Phoenix box. The �rmware re-eives ommands from the PC, through RS232/USB interfae, and the results are send bak. Onthe PC side, Python is hosen as the programming language due to its simpliity and availabilityof libraries for sienti� omputation and graphis.The role of the software is to ommuniate to the ontrol/sensor elements of the experimentas per the instrutions from the user. To make program development easier, we have followed alayered approah as outlined in the �gure 4. The atual interation with the hardware is doneby the Firmware, written in C, running on the miro-ontroller, as per the ommands from thePC. On the PC side a Python library provides a simple interfae to the user programs thatperform the experiments. Python is amazingly simple to learn with its lean syntax and alreadyhas a huge olletion of library and programs for sienti� omputation. Python an be usedeither from inside the interpreter or by running the python programs stored in �les. Using thegraphis libraries available under Python, several GUI programs have been written for doing6



various experiments. Programs are also written to make Phoenix to funtion as a low frequenystorage osillosope, frequeny ounter, funtion generator et.Even though the user an ondut several experiments using the GUI programs provided,designing new experiments require aessing the hardware aordingly. The hardware featuresan be aessed by alling the funtions from the Python library, that are well doumented. Forexample the AC mains pikup shown in �gure 1 an also be generated by the few lines of odelisted belowimport phm # Loads the phoenix libraryp = phm.phm() # Creates an objet representing phoenixp.selet_ad(0) # Selet the first ADC hannelwhile 1: # An infinite loopv = p.read_blok(200, 500, 0) # samples input voltagep.plot_data(v) # plots itThis program samples the voltage at the �rst analog input every 500 miroseonds and plots thedata after every 200 samples. Similarly there are funtions for reading/ontrolling the voltagelevels of Digital Input/Outputs and all other hardware features provided by Phoenix.4 Present StatusThe projet is now running into its third year and we are �nding more and more people showinginterest in it. The projet is run in a ommunity mode and is open to suggestions and ontribu-tions. The hardware details and soure ode of the software along with neessary doumentationare kept on IUAC website. Information about Phoenix and ommuniation regarding it areonduted mainly through the following hannels
• IUAC website (www.iua.res.in).
• The mailing list address phoenix-projet�freelists.org
• The wiki http://eletronis.wikia.om/wiki/PHOENIX
• The Phoenix Live CD, ontaining Phoenix software and doumentation along with GNU/Linuxoperating system.So far around 300 units have been sold by di�erent vendors. Some universities have started usingit for doing student projets and are also onsidering inlusion of phoenix based experiments inthe syllabus. More and more experiments are being developed.4.1 Cost and AvailabilityOne of the major advantages of Phoenix is the low ost. Sine the development osts are absorbedby IUAC, the prie of the produt is mainly deided by the raw material and assembling harges.The ommerial prodution is allowed without any liense or royalty requirements. Currentlythere are vendors at Delhi, Kolkata and Kerala who are assembling the units. Availability frommultiple vendors keeps the ost reasonable. At present the basi unit is ommerially availablefor Rs.1500/- . ( details are given on the website). The software is developed entirely using FreeSoftware tools and distributed under the same liense.
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5 ConlusionA new method to make low ost equipment for siene experiments have been suessfully im-plemented. It is found to be a potential tool for inquiry based eduation, due to the �exibilityprovided by software. A wide range of experiments with varying degrees of omplexity has beendone. We are gradually building a user ommunity with ative partiipation from a lot of people.Present feedbak suggests that this has the potential to improve the siene eduation.Referenes[1℄ Innovative Siene Experiments using Phoenix, by Ajith Kumar B.P., V.V.V. Satyanarayana& Kundan Singh, Physis Eduation journal, Vol 24 Jul-Aug 2007[2℄ High Shool Phoenix , by Ajith Kumar B.P.[3℄ A method to improve experimental failities for teahing nulear physis, by Ajith Kumar[4℄ Innovative Experiments using Phoenix, by Ajith Kumar B.P. and Pramode C.E.[5℄ http://www.iua.res.in[6℄ wiki http://eletronis.wikia.om/wiki/PHOENIX
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